9.30 - 10.00 | Arrival and coffee

10.00 - 10.15 | Welcome

10.15 - 11.30 | Theme 1 | Inclusive Environmental Law

Justine Bendel & Federica Catonini - Does the sea dominate the land? The protection of coastal forests between ocean and land governance

Lin Batten - Landed power and legality: Decision-making for Scottish agricultural communities

Veerle Platvoet - Introducing interbeing law: A posthumanist reconceptualization of biodiversity conservation

11.30 - 11.45 | Coffee
11.45 - 13.00 | Theme 2 | Reviving the Environment through Law

Niels Hoek - *Light pollution mitigation through EU law and governance: Shedding light on the ‘invisible’*

Matthias Petel - *The illusion of harmony: Power, politics and distributive implications of rights of nature*

Elisa Cavallin - *The proposal for a Soil Directive: Is this the instrument EU soils need?*

**13.00 - 14.00 | Lunch**

14.00 - 15.00 | Theme 3 | Safe and Just Environmental Boundaries

Eleonora Ciscato & Matilde Meertens - *Ecological restoration as a means and end to environmental justice*

Florence Van Durme - *The quest for environmental justice: Exploring the legislative landscape in Flanders, Belgium*

**15.00 - 15.15 | Coffee**

15.15 - 16.30 | Theme 4 | Environmental Law & Science

Arianna Crosera - *Challenges to the EU’s regulatory response to data centre growth*

Anna Galmiche - *Legal twist: Reception of environmental health science in climate change litigation*

Rens Claerhoudt - *The legal protection of animal parasites in international biodiversity law*

**18.30 | Conference dinner**